The ISI (Infrared Stellar Interferometer) 
INTRODUCTION

The UC Berkeley ISI (Infrared Stellar Interferometer) is an interferometer using heterodyne receivers located at Mount Wilson Observatory operating at mid-infrared wavelengths (9-12 µm). Since 2004 it has has consisted of three telescopes, an increase from the original two. Each receiver in the array is a Pfund-type telescope housed within a movable semi-trailer. The Pfund configuration gives the stability necessary for interferometric work while allowing the telescopes to be moved to a variety of locations around the site. This provides flexibility in the choice of array configurations.
Each receiver mixes starlight with a local CO 2 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The 
SINGLE BASELINE MEASUREMENTS
DUST SHELL IMAGING
In this case the closure phase is then given as the sum of the three individual baseline phases. Figure 3 . These baselines are much longer than those used to resolve the dust alone in the east-west configuration but still somewhat shorter than the long baselines used in the single baseline stellar diameter measurements. These lengths and configuration were chosen to optimize the array to detect asymmetries, i.e., deviations from circular symmetry, rather than to make the most accurate absolute size measurements. These considerations will be discussed in more detail in §6. 7 Additionally, the radius of Mira has been found to vary with stellar phase to a degree consistent with these past measurements. (3-1) In general, as the star travels across the sky, the triangle of telescopes will not remain equilateral. This will change the shape of the daisy in Figure 6 by altering the size, width and number of petals as well as their orientation. The amount of asymmetry can also change the shape of the daisy when the baselines are not equilateral. This is significant since there are some orientations for which even a large asymmetry will result in a zero closure phase, e.g., at 0
TRIANGULAR BASELINES
Recently, the telescopes have been moved into a triangular configuration with baselines of ∼ 40 m. This current layout of the telescopes is shown in
Using such a triangular arrangement it is possible to determine the size of the star along three different directions simultaneously. A symmetric star would, of course, yield the same UD visibility curve as a function of spatial frequency for all three baselines. Any deviations from this symmetric behavior can be helpful in determining the morphology of the star. For stars near the ecliptic, such as α Ori, the ISI array appears as a nearly equilateral triangle during one point during the night. Measurements around this time are particularly useful as they can conclusively rule out a spherically symmetric structure for the star if the visibilities differ in spite of incomplete uv coverage. This is because unequal visibilities for the three baselines at different position angles but the same spatial frequencies necessitates a departure from circular symmetry.
The use of somewhat shorter "long baselines" provide two main advantages. First, since the change in visibility with radius is largest near the steep part of the visibility curve for a UD it is advantageous to measure variations in the visibility between baselines at these spatial frequencies. This provides the most sensitive measure of changes in radius along the directions of the various baselines. Secondly, by measuring at spatial frequencies where the visibilities are not near zero it is still possible to take closure phase measurements. If any one of the three visibilities approaches too near a null, i.e., is zero to within the signal-to-noise, the phase will be dominated by noise. By keeping the signal-to-noise high, the fringe phases are much stronger than the noise, thus keeping the phase variations small and allowing accurate measurements to be made with averaging.
Since the visibility is not measured out to the null, calibration becomes an important factor in determining
The ability to measure visibilities and closure phases at spatial frequencies that resolve the star is very useful for characterizing any asymmetry in the intensity distribution of the star. Visibilities for the star R Leo are
baseline. From the the visibility curve alone it is apparent the star is not spherical as evidenced by the differing visibilities between baselines as similar frequencies. Data from each baseline is plotted as a different symbol. In addition to this non-sphericity, though, there also appears to be a significant lopsidedness to the star based on the closure phase being best fit by a curve which deviates from zero by as much as 20 degrees.
DISCUSSION OF CLOSURE PHASE FOR TRIANGULAR BASELINES
• . Thus, it is important to take data over a variety of projected position angles, i.e., at many times during the night, to avoid such "blind spots" where asymmetries in certain directions might not be detected.
OPTIMAL BASELINE LENGTH
The optimum spacing of telescopes in the triangular configuration is determined by finding the spatial frequency at which the visibility will change the most for changes in stellar size. Figure 7 shows the visibility curves of a 20 mas radius UD star along with those 5% and 10% bigger on the left. The plot on the right shows the relative changes in the visibility for an infinitesimal, 5% and 10% change in stellar size. 
The peak of the derivative of visibility can be found by differentiating the analytical form for the visibility of a UD. The analytical expression for the visibility of a UD is relatively simple and is given by
V (r, x) = J 1 (2πrx) πrx(4)
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
